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inTrodUCTion
The first written mentions of the Baltic tribes go back to the early middle ages.1 
however, the first reference to Žemaitija in written sources is associated with a note 
in the hypatian Codex, dated to the late 13th century. in 1219, the Žemaitijan dukes, 
together with other Lithuanian dukes ‘by God’s word’, according to the chronicler, 
signed a peace treaty with the Principality of Volhynia.2 The source lists only a few 
Žemaitijan dukes who joined the envoys of the Lithuanian dukes sent to the Grand 
Princess of Volhynia, who at the time was ruling on behalf of her young sons. This 
is how the written history of Žemaitija begins. it entered sources later than many 
nearby lands did. for instance, written records of Lithuania begin with a note in Latin 
dating from 1009 in the ‘Quedlinburg annals’ about the murder of st Bruno (or Boni-
face) of Querfurt on the border of rus’ and Lithuania (in confinio Rusciae et Lituae).3
The relationship between Žemaitija and Lithuania, the first mentions of which are 
separated by a gap of a couple of hundred years, is a distinct and broad question. 
although Žemaitija began to integrate into the Grand duchy of Lithuania (GdL) in the 
13th century, it preserved its own cultural and social structures from the 14th to the 
18th centuries. The fact that Žemaitijans sent envoys to Volhynia with the Lithuanian 
dukes in 1219 shows that the Žemaitijan and Lithuanian dukes actively cooperated 
since the time historians call the confederation of the Lithuanian lands. This is also 
evidenced by later facts: Žemaitijan dukes belonged to the family of mindaugas, the 
first king of Lithuania, who was crowned in the summer of 1253. after his previ-
ous wives, mindaugas married martha (morta), the widow of Vismantas, the duke of 
Šiauliai (included in Žemaitija4). all this shows that Žemaitijan dukes appeared in the 
1219 treaty with Volhynia for a reason. The first five senior dukes of Lithuania listed 
in the treaty could have formed one patronimia (ruling clan),5 whereas Žemaitijan 
dukes (either before 1219 or soon after) became relatives of this ruling clan.
we can argue whether Žemaitija was part of the GdL in the 13th and 14th centuries, 
or, especially after the war broke out between Lithuania and the Teutonic order in 
Prussia, merely an (un-)distinguished ally.6 in any case, there is no doubt that historic 
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